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I. INTRODUCTION
Efficient Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) are proposed to improve the performance of the Internet in recent years. Especially after the business success of Akamai [1] and Digital Island [2] , CDN techniques such as replica placement, user requests redirection, and the files exchange have been widely studied. The CDNs consist of many CDN servers which are located at the edge of the network and are only one single hop away from users. The files will be pushed at the edge servers forward and then transmitted to the users from the nearest edge server. Thus, CDN techniques can avoid the bottleneck of the original server in the traditional ClientServer networks and enhance the responding rate for the user requests.
The files stored in the CDN servers can be any digital resources, which include multimedia files, web pages and so on. The size of web pages is usually small and the CDN servers can store web pages without capacity constraints while the number of replicas for multimedia files is constrained by capacity of the servers.
Through the distribution of the replicas in the CDNs, the overload of the CDNs can be decreased and the reliability of the files can be assured. Replica placement techniques have been applied to the CDNs, Web Caching, and P2P networks.
In order to enhance the QoS of the users, CDNs are expected to support files update, modifications and consistency. There have been a lot of articles which aim to solve RPPs by proposing the system optimization model and heuristic algorithms [4] [10] [11] . These articles discuss replica placement schemes under the different resources limit of the CDNs such as storage limit, bandwidth limits and so on.
In this paper, we model the CDNs consisting of CDN servers. The CDN servers can store replicas and delivery replicas to other CDN servers when necessary. In our model, users of the CDNs are divided into clusters. Users of one cluster access the CDNs through the same CDN server.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work of RPPs is discussed in section II. The statement of the model of CDNs is described in section III. Section IV states the heuristic algorithms of the CDNs model in detail. In section V, numerical experiments are given to illustrate the performance of our algorithms. Future work is stated in section VI. Finally, conclusion is given in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been a considerable amount of research papers on replica placement problems such as static replica problems [3] [4] [5] [6] , dynamic placement problems [7] [8], robust replica placement problems [9] . Yang in [3] discusses the differences between multimedia and traditional web pages placement in CDNs. A model accommodating the new characteristics for the multimedia applications is proposed. Qiu in [4] proposes the problem of Web server replica placement in detail. He models the replica placement problem as a minimum Pmedian problem. The solution algorithms are proposed including greedy algorithm, tree-based algorithm, random algorithm, and hot spot algorithm. In [5] , replica placement problem satisfying the QoS requirements of the users is proposed. The CDN servers are divided into several classes, each of which has an upper bound delivery cost. User requests are redirected to the servers while the delivery cost is below their upper bound delivery cost. Paper [6] discusses replica placement in CDNs and peer-to-peer files distribution schemes. It also gives the principle that whether different servers cooperate with each other. By simulation, it shows that servers cooperating with each other intelligently can get significant performance gains. In [7] [8], dynamic replica problems are discussed since the static replica problems have one disadvantage that they can not adapt the dynamic user requests automatically. Future user requests are got from the autoregressive process prediction. The decision of which replica removing or adding is made based on the dynamic changing of user requests. The solution of the NP-hard model is obtained by mapping the non-linear integer problem into a set of mixed integer linear problems. Robust CDN replica placement problems are proposed by Khan [9] . The CDN replica placement algorithms should have robust performance under the uncertainty of random CDN server failures.
The models of these articles are usually NP-Complete. Thus most of the solving algorithms are heuristic algorithms. In this paper, we divide the replica placement problems into two sub-problems: the number of each replica and which servers to store the replicas. In order to confirm the number of the replicas, we consider the total storage capacity limit of all CDN servers and compute the number of replicas of each file proportional to its visiting probability. After the number of the replicas has been fixed, in the following step, the RPPs are transformed into constraint P-median problems, which are solved by iteration methods.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Replica Placement Model
We consider a CDN with a set of files j C , the size of which is denoted by | | 
The assumption of the cost makes sense in the reality. In CDN, the client accesses the file copy always from the edge CDN server. Thus the bottleneck near the original server can be avoided. Compared with the traditional Client-Server network, CDN is able to ensure the QoS of the users even when they are far from the original files. 
In our model, users send their requests to the nearest CDN server. When the nearest CDN server has the file requested, it sends the file to the users directly and the We denote the extra cost of downloading the file as η .
When the server uses caching method to obtain the file, the same file will be transmitted repeatedly and the bandwidth will be overloaded. We denote the cost of the bandwidth in the CDNs caused by caching method as µ . Here, we assume that µ η > . Hence, the servers of the CDNs are encouraged to store the files in their hard disks when the residual capacity is allowed.
Let ij
Considering the capacity of the CDN servers is limited, we can get the following constraint:
We consider the total network cost consisted of two parts: transmitting cost c T and place cost c P . S will obtain the file by caching and the delivery cost between server and user
Thus, the average cost for c T during a unit time can be represented as follows: c P can be represented as follows: 
In (8), p is the upper bound number of the replicas in CDNs.
In order to assure that CCM at least have one feasible solution, i.e., there is at least one replica of each file stored in the CDN network, we assume that
B. Multiple Minimum Cost Flow Problem
Since the CDN server capacity is limited, most of the user requests must be redirected to other servers in the network. Thus, the transmitting cost In Fig. 1 
over all arcs ( , ) u v of the network, is called a feasible flow if all of the following constraints are satisfied
MMCFP seeks to find the optimal multiple flow
The total transmitting cost between the CDN servers can now be described as a MMCFP with
where ( , ) f u v follows constraints (a)(b) and ( ) sign x is 1, 0
Constraint (12) implies that the replicas of the files must be limited by the CDN server capacity.
In this section, replica placement problem is described as an optimization model and Multiple Minimum Cost Flow Problem respectively. In the following section, replica placement algorithms are proposed to solve the models.
IV. REPLICA PLACEMENT ALGORITHM
In the paper, replica placement algorithms include three parts: replication algorithm preprocess, constraint Pmedian model and algorithm of solving constraint Pmedian models. Before the files are placed into the CDNs, two theorems are proposed to ensure the correctness of our algorithms, then the files are sorted by the descending order of popularity and the first copy of each file is confirmed. In the second subsection, for all the ordered files, compute the number of replicas should be stored in the CDNs, thus, transform CCM into constraint P-median (CPM) problems. In the third subsection, iteration methods are proposed to solve the CPM efficiently.
A. Two Theorems
Before the replica placement algorithms are proposed, two theorems are given to ensure the correctness of our algorithms theoretically. 
where i q S is the server which server i S Z ∈ fetches file j C from before replica of j C stores on the server k S .
When a new replica adds into the CDNs, the caching or download delivery cost will be non-increasing, thus, Proof: In the following, theorem 2 is proved with the reduction to absurdity.
Consider file m C and file n C satisfying that m n P P > , m n y y < . Let ( , ) f y P denote the optimal total cost function of the files when the residual capacity allows.
Since all of the files are the same size, we can get that f only depends on y the number of the replicas and P the popularity of the file in the CDNs. From (4), we can easily get that ( , ) f y P is proportional to P . Hence, the theorem 2 is proven. □
B. Replication Algorithm Preprocess
In the paper, replicas are placed in the CDNs individually to reduce the computing dimension of the problem. Thus, the replication placement algorithm acts as follows:
1. Sort all the files in the descending order of popularity and denote the files as In the following step, the upper bound number of each file will be calculated and the files will be placed in the CDNs one by one. Since the capacity of each CDN server is limited, the files probably can not be placed in any of the CDN server even the sum of the residual capacity of all CDN servers is enough. In order to assure each file at least has one copy in the CDN network, we should find the servers to place the first copies of files before placing the replicas of the files one by one.
For S A ∈ as the first server.
B. Constraint P-Median Model
From theorem 2, it is obtained that the number of the replicas of files should be proportional to their popularity. Thus, the number of replicas of each file is computed following this principle. Give the upper bound p for the number of replica in the CDN network. Check whether 1 1
If (16) is hold, then the number of the replica in the CDN network for all files j C is p . Else, the new upper bound of the replica j ω is computed as follows:
Then the RPPs can be transformed into a series of Constraint P-median (CPM) problems. Classical PMedian problem is defined as given a connected undirected graph ( , ) G V E =
, we have to find p points from the vertices such that the sum of the weighted distance from all the vertices in V to the p points can be minimized. For the j-th file, we give the optimization CPM model as follows: 
C. Algorithm of CPM Problem
Compared with the classical P-median problem, constraint P-median problem has two new characteristics: storage limit and the distance asymmetry. The solving process must consider the characteristics of the CPM. The algorithm of CPM problem acts as follows:
Step 1: Search all the servers , , ,
Step 5: For Step 6: In each cluster t L , choose the point
has the minimum sum weighted distance to all the elements in the cluster as the current median point. Thus, get the current median points as
Step 7: Check whether
If it is true, output 1 k X + as the servers store the file j C . Else, reset
Step 4.
The step 1 and step 2 assure the feasible of the selected median point.
Step 1 adjusts the upper bound of the number of the replicas that the CDN severs can host.
Step 2 updates the weighted distance as positive infinity to the services which do not have enough space for the file. Thus, servers which are not feasible do not have the chance to be selected as the median points. Since After we obtain the median servers as the target servers to store the file, the file is delivery in the minimum cost tree manner between these servers.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation part, we give numerical results to demonstrate the behavior of our CPM algorithms. RANDOM algorithm [6] that decides which server stores which file randomly is compared with our CPM algorithm. The network topologies used in the simulations are generated by GT-ITM. We adopt the Transit-Stub structure to model the real Internet topologies. The network has 100 nodes as its servers and the delivery cost between the servers are allocated with a stochastic number. Floyd's algorithm is used to compute the shortest paths between the different servers. The arriving rate i λ is set as 6000 for all the CDN servers. In each simulation, we experiment the CDNs with 1000 and 5000 file respectively. For each file j C , we assume the request probability follow the Zipf-like distribution. Thus, the probability of requesting file j C is: There is a problem about the upper bound for each file in the CDNs. Since we assume each file follow the Zipf-like distribution, the first few files have big popularity that the respectively. The total cost is the average result from 10 different topologies. From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , we can conclude that CPM algorithms perform better than Random algorithm with less total cost. Both of the algorithms illustrate less cost when the server capacity increases since the more file the domain server host, the less file the CDN server will search from other servers in the network. CPM algorithms perform better with performance difference between the two algorithms decreases when the capacity of the servers increases. Consider the limit situation that when the capacity of the servers is large enough to store each file in the CDNs, the difference between the two algorithms will be 0.
VI. FUTURE WORK
In the future, the replica placement problems with more constraints such as CDN server load balance constraints and network bandwidth constraints can be considered. In order to improve the QoS of the users, proper load balance and user request redirection mechanisms are needed. Several request redirection schemes have been proposed in [12] - [15] . The request redirection mechanisms can be applied in IP level which is based on rewriting address packet, application level [14] , or DNS level [15] .
Since the user request arrival process has been expected as a Poisson process, supposing the maximum number of the requests one replica can support is I , the 
Effective algorithms of replica placement models with user redirection and load balance schemes should be considered in future works.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we propose a new optimization model with server storage limit for the RPPs, especially an Multiple Minimum Cost Flow Problem is used to describe part of the objective function for the first time. CPM algorithms are proposed to allocate replicas of files in the CDNs. CPM algorithms include three parts: replication algorithm preprocess, constraint P-median model and algorithm of solving constraint P-median problems with the iteration method. The simulation results show that CPM algorithms perform better than Random algorithm with less total cost. In future work, more resources limit model and effective algorithms should be considered.
